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Pennsylvania is one of the most populous, popular and well established states of the U.S. The
official name for Pennsylvania is The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. On its border, there are
some of the major states of U.S which include Delaware, Ohio, Maryland, West Virginia and Ontario-
Canada. The state of Pennsylvania is ethnically diverse and has a magnificent history. Among many
different cities of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and Allentown are on the top. The largest
city is Philadelphia with the population of above 1526,006 people according to 2010 Census.
Pittsburgh comes second in terms of total area in the commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

There are great opportunities for leisure and fun in the state which include recreational parks,
gardens, restaurants, theatres, clubs, bars and much more. Aside from Pennsylvania, New York
and New Jersey which are also located quite close to it, offer fabulous opportunities for
entertainment and fun for people belonging to all age groups and professions. The concept of hiring
a limousine for outing, tours and special events is one of the common traditions in the United States
especially in the states of New York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania. There are many ground
transportation companies in these states offering all kinds of economical limousines which include:

Wedding Limo Cost

The trend of hiring a limousine on wedding is very common. It is almost a dream of every couple
around the world to arrive and depart at their wedding in a chauffeur driven luxury limousine. This
trend has become a necessity in the modern world and people especially hire luxury limo cars for
making their special day more memorable and fantastic. The ground transportation companies offer
special packages for chauffeured wedding limousine services calculated on hourly and daily basis.
Most of the people who are looking for economy hire sedan limousines which are best for a couple
or a maximum of 3 people. The popular sedan limousines include Mercedes S Class, Lincoln Town
Car L Series and BMW & Series.

Cheap NY Limo Service Rates

The iconic state of New York which is considered as one of the most popular places around the
world, offers superior class limousines at cost effective prices. The limo hire companies in New York
provide special limousine packages suiting all pockets and budgets. For the budget oriented, they
offer hourly limo hire rates. They offer special services for different events and occasions which
include airport transfers, corporate transfers, sporting events, weddings, proms, parties, family
tours, night on the town tours and many more.

Cheap NJ Limo Service Rates

New Jersey being the eleventh most populous and densely populated state of the U.S offers a wide
range of attractions and worth seeing places. If you are looking to hire cheap  New Jersey limousine
services, Bridge limousine is one of the oldest and most reputed online limousine booking
companies based out of New Jersey United States. They have been providing superior class
chauffeur driven limousine services in New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania and Connecticut since
2007. Their fleet features latest models of luxury limousines of all types suitable for different events
and occasions.
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Bridge limousine is offering a cheap NY limo service rates. They are also providing a cheap NJ limo
service rates for all pockets.
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